Introduction
The possibility of building an accelerator to provide several hundred times the currents (0.3 pA) available from present accelerators in the GeV range is a challenging one. Such a machine could open up the whole field of kaon physics in the same way that the meson factories have done for pion physics. The threshold for kaon production is 1.1 GeV, but to produce intense and clean beams higher energies are needed.
Berleyl has analysed various kaon beams, showing that their intensities rise very strongly with incident proton energy at first, but flatten off at -7 GeV for K+ and -9 GeV for K-. A high intensity accelerator operating near these energies could produce not only intense secondary beams of kaons (themselves a source of Z-and A-hyperons) but also non-strange beams of protons, neutrons, pions, muons and neutrinos. A wide range of problems in nuclear and particle physics could be studied (a useful reference for kaon physics is the 1976 Brookhaven Summer Study on Kaon Physics). Some topics of particular interest are 1) K--N interaction -the phase shift analysis is "still very confused" and unconfirmed resonances abound.
2) K+-nucleus scattering -the K+ is the only strongly interacting probe weakly absorbed by the nucleus.
3) Hypernuclei -intense beams permit counter experiments and spectroscopy of hypernuclear excited states.
4) (K-,K+) reactions -could give stable baryonic systems with strangeness -2 such as (AZ-) and 6HeAA.
5) Kaonic and hyperonic atom X-rays -give information on K-and Z--nucleus interactions.
6) K, X, A-decays -several possible channels involving neutral currents have yet to be observed. Qv and Qh being the orbit lengths in valley and hill respectively (Fig. 1) . Obtaining sufficient flutter is thus dependent on arranging sufficient separation between the magnets. In the designs described below we have chosen F2 2 at maximum energy, so that for example at y = 10 (8. Of course, wider valleys and larger radii also imply higher costs in equipment and buildings. This argument was perhaps crucial until the advent of reliable superconducting magnets over the past few years. With the factor 2 gain in hill field which these provide the machine radius required is halved and the costs drastically reduced-in the case of the magnet steel by about a factor 8. shows that while the radial focusing strengh is (to first order) unaffected by the fringing field, the axial focusing strength Is reduced by two effects--firstly the bend is incomplete at the point of maximum field gradient so that the effective crossing angle y is reduced, and secondly there is a thick lens effect.
Altogether Atany = -gI2(l+sin2Y)/Ph cos3y (5) where g is the pole gap, Ph the radius of curvature in the hill (see Fig. 1 ) and I2 * 0.5 is a dimensionless parameter depending on the shape of the field edge.
For large y, Atany/tany -tan2y so the effect increases rapidly with spiral angle. Moreover the net focusing effect of the two edges depends on the square of tany, doubling the magnitude of the effect. For g = 6 cm, Ph = 6 m and tan C = 3 the loss would be =20. For greater spirals the effect is even more serious, and it is important to keep the pole gap as small as possible. In the magnet design presented below 9 = 2.5 cm.
To explore the orbit properties in the proposed machines more precisely we have tracked protons through a simulated magnet field using the equilibrium orbit code CYCLOPS. The The motion of the working point in the resonance diagram is illustrated in Fig. 3 for the higher energy N = 30 cyclotron. We avoid crossing the dangerous vz = 1 resonance up to 8.6 GeV; with a little more adjustment to the edge shape near maximum radius it should be possible to avoid crossing the vz = 2 resonance also. The crossing of the integer and half-integer radial resonances should cause no serious problems with sufficient energy gain per turn.
Magnet and RF Design
There is an intimate relationship between the design of the magnets and the RF system, particularly when one is trying to achieve final energies between 5 and 10 GeV. For example, the fact that one needs 15 sectors to reach y = 4 and 30 Sectors to reach y = 10 in order to avoid the xr stop band in the radial focusing, precludes the use of "dee" type RF structures (because of lack of space) and forces the use of SIN type cavities. Conversely, the length of the magnets in the radial direction, together with the wavelength of the RF to be used, dictates the use of two cyclotron stages, instead of one, in accelerating to y = 10.
Proposed arrangement of sectors and cavities for the two cyclotrons is shown in Figs. 4 2067
In this case we are using "flat topping" to make the transition from the low TRIUMF frequency to a higher frequency in the second cyclotron without increasing the spread in energy gain. 
